
BRAND MANUAL





About this Manual

This manual is a reference for staff and members 
who need to understand the philosophy of, 
necessity for and process of the goblu fish brand. 

It includes a complete CID, colour guide, 
placement and positioning information, and 
reference to utilising the brand for all forms of 
marketing and advertising.
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All You Need

go-blu fish is the most comprehensive fishing and 
boating guide bar none. From fishing maps, guides 
and advice, to FishTV, cooking tips and boating 
charts, there is nothing else you need for having  a 
successful day on the water. 

Part of Something Bigger

go-blu fish is just one part of many that make 
up the go-blu world. go-blu is an all Australian 
software company, with a main focus on 
developing Smartphone, Tablet PC and Web 
Apps. The apps predominantly provide the user 
with information on adventure based activities 
through Mapping and GPS location services. 
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Our Values

go-blu is fun & reliable. It embodies freedom, 
adventure, and access to information - on the go, 
using world class GPS and mapping systems, we are 
where you are. We work bloody hard to bring you 
the leading apps so you can play harder and enjoy 
our great land and all it has to offer. Go Australian, 
be a True Blue Aussie.

go-blu fish  is simply aussie for fishing. With go-
blu fish, you have access to everything a fisherman 
needs to get on the bite, every time. Developed 
by mad fishermen for mad fishermen, we update 
content regularly and strive to keep go-blu fish the 
best and most comprehensive fishing and boating 
app available. After all, we use it everyday, too. 
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VISUAL 
IDENTITY

It is the little things that make the difference and 
we know it. Through vibrant colours, appealing 
typefaces, fun visual elements, and background 
pattern, we aim to make your time spent with the  
go-blu fish app pleasant and useful.  
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The Symbol & Wordmark

The Symbol
Featuring a stylised illustration of the Barramundi, 
the Australian king of fish. Not only our most prized 
sport fish but arguably our finest eating fish as well. 
A true battler, living in some of the most remote 
reaches of the country, the barramundi embraces 
the Australian spirit, come flood or drought, from 
creek to ocean, the Barramundi has conquered it all, 
and is our daily inspiration.

The Wordmark
A fun and friendly, rounded modified font based 
on Chumbly BRK. The colour gradient is inspired 
by the crystal blue waters on the coast to the deep 
blue of our oceans, its what surrounds us, is part of 
our culture and part of our daily lives. After all, we 
couldn’t be True Blue, without the Blue!
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Wordmark
Protected area around the logo is measured by the 
full-stop, dividing the two words. No modifications 
in colour, shape, orientation, word order, nor removal 
of any elements are allowed.

typeface   Chumbly BRK, 

lowercase

modification   dot over 
“i” removed

modification   leg of “g” 
straightened

spacing   spacing 
between the symbol and 
the wordmark equals to 
the width of “l”

punctuation   width of 
the dot equals to the 
width of “m” stroke

punctuation   hyphen is 130% of 
the width of dot

stroke   thickness of the 
white stroke equals to 
1/3 of the width of “i”
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full-colour logo   to be used on dark 
background, dark textures. If used on blue, 
the contrast between background image 
and logo should be high enough so the 
word “mobi” is not more prominent than 
“go-blu” and the symbol of Barramundi

grayscale logo   to be used on dark 
background, textures and imagery. We 
recommend to use it if the full-colour logo 
is not visually prominent.

reverse grayscale logo   to be used on light/
coloured background, textures and imagery. 
We recommend to use it if the full-colour 
logo is not visually prominent.

Logo Versions
We like our brand, and we like to make sure you 
understand how you can use the logo.

gradient
Light Blue (0%)
Medium Blue (50%)
Dark blue (100%)
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Symbol
The symbol of Barramundi can be only used as 
indicated in this manual. For colour versions and 
usage please refer to p. 13 (Logo Versions).

round corners   the curve of  
round corners is defined by the 
points indicated (    )

stroke   thickness of stroke is 
determined by the area of tail  
(as indicated above)

protected area   is defined by the 
height of space between the top 
of coloured pin and inner part of 
Barramundi’s mouth
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Colours

The True Blue colours give our identity the right feel. 
Fade of blues and the dark grey, together with the 
contrasting white make our logo and identity stand 
out from the crowd.

HEX #15569A
R21 G85 B155
C94 M67 Y8 K0 
PANTONE 7455 C 

HEX #2896B9
R40 G150 B185
C77 M26 Y18 K0 
PANTONE 7459 C 

HEX #00F7FF
R0 G247 B255
C53 M0 Y11 K0 
PANTONE 310 C

HEX #272727
R39 G39 B39
C76 M66 Y60 K81 
PANTONE 
Hexachrome Black C

HEX #FFFFFF
R255 G25 B255
C0 M0 Y0 K0 
PANTONE White 



Typography

Primary Typeface & Body Text
At a first glance, Aller is a classic sans-serif. Looking 
a bit closer though, you will notice the little rounded 
details. As a bonus, it reads well on your smartphone, 
too. Simply put, Mr. Aller is a winner! 

Logo
A fun and friendly, rounded modified font based on 
Chumbly BRK. Bubbly as it is, it emphasises the true 
nature of go-blu fish.

Marketing & Display Purposes
Overlock is sleek, friendly and easy to read. There 
is something about it - the glyphs have that swing!
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Primary Typeface   
Aller   1 Light   2 Bold  

The go-blu fish app is both fun & reliable! 
 It embodies freedom, adventure, and access 
to information - on the go, using the world 
class GPS and mapping systems. 
We work bloody hard to bring you the 
leading apps so you can play harder & 
enjoy our great land and all it has to offer.

1 
 
 
 
2 
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O 
P Q R S T U V W X Y Z a b c d 
e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s 
t u v w x y z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 0 ! @ # $ % ̂  & * ( )

Logo Typeface   Chumbly BRK [modified]  Regular
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z a 
b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q 
r s t u v w x y z 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 0 ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( )

Display & Marketing Typeface   Overlock  Black
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Visual Elements
   
Background   is composed of 48 various fishing-related icons.
                            6 floats   3 lures   3 bait   8 hooks   4 sinkers   6 tackle   15 Australian fish   2 crustaceans
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iPhone Status Bar
We are passionate about bringing you the best 
smartphone apps, and are proud of to show it. 
There is nothing better to spend the evening 
after work at the water, and we do it bloody 
often. But so do you, don’t cha?

Bubbles
They represent communication, exchange of 
information, fun, talk, friends, having a bloody 
good time. Nevertheless, that is all go-blu fish is 
about anyway. 
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EXAMPLES
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How We Put It Together

While go-blu fish is available digitally, there are 
times when we have to get our hands on print, too. 
Anyway, we like to remind everyone it is the App 
business we are passionate about. And fishing. 
Especially if the fishing is part of our research, but 
that’s a whole lot of a different story.
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Stationery

When was the last time you found a letterhead quite 
fun? When you kept a business card so you could 
show it to your mates? 

We strive to make our printed appearance as 
enjoyable as the digital one. We are not the ones 
to neglect printed media just because we focus on 
developing apps.
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Wallpapers

We know that a nice wallpaper on your desktop, 
smartphone, or tablet makes a difference. After all, 
we work on computers all day but still like to be 
reminded what comes after work - fishing!
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Finally, UI

Find your next catch in only three clicks - it has never 
been easier. Our go-blu fish app features just about 
everything a fisherman might need. go-blu fish is 
the most comprehensive fishing and boating guide 
bar none. From fishing maps, guides and advice, 
to FishTV, cooking tips and boating charts, there is 
nothing else you need for having  a successful day 
on the water. 

Services

Weather

Fish ID

Guides

Almanac

Fish TV

Bream [BR]

Dart [DA]

Flathead [FL]

Mangrove Jack [MJ]

Mulloway [MU]

Shark [SH]

Snapper [SN]

Tailor [TA]

Trevally [TR]

Whiting [WH]
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Contact Us

go-blu
Level 3, Raptis Plaza 
Surfers Paradise QLD 4217
AUSTRALIA

info@go-blu.mobi
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